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Positive contribution:
Motivation of Solvency II 

Solvency I not risk-based, especially investment risks
Develop framework consistent with Basel II, level playing field
Address valuation issues, “opacity discount”

Pillar I: Quantitative

Minimum Solvency 
Requirements 
Available 
resources: Market 
valuation of assets 
and liabilities
Internal models, if 
approved

Pillar II: Qualitative

Internal model tests: 
Governance: Able to 
use the information?
Use: Actually use 
the information?
Reliance: Can rely 
on the information?

Pillar III: Transparency

Regulatory reporting
Market discipline 
through external 
disclosure
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Positive contribution:
Supports risk management through Pillar I / II / III
How does risk management add value?  

• Are the risks which we want to take 
appropriately structured, underwritten and 
priced?

• Are all other risks (e.g. operational / 
reputational risk) appropriately identified 
and managed?

• Is the risk profile of Allianz transparent to 
management?

• Is it within delegated authorities?

• Does Allianz have a clear risk and solvency 
strategy and optimize its risk / reward 
profile accordingly?

• Are delegated authorities set consistent 
with this strategy?

• Is Allianz’s risk profile and strategy 
understood by the market and reflected in 
our valuation multiple and required capital?

Risk 
communication

Pillar III disclosures

Risk strategy Pillar II
• Risk strategy
• Delegated 

authorities
• Risk governance

Risk controlling Pillar I
• Internal model
• Risk reporting

Risk 
underwriting

Pillar I / II
• Policies, guidelines
• RAROC / risk based 

pricing
• Risk identification 

and management

SII reinforces via..
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Positive contribution:
Focus on production risk reporting

Central Risk Platform Algorithmics

Market data
MinD

Valuation, Risk Capital, Scenarios, Sensitivities

Local Systems

Replicating
Scenarios

Feeder Systems
Partially locally developed
and parameterized models

Centrally developed, 
parameterized and 
controlled models 

Centrally developed, locally
parameterized models

ALIM CF
Models

Life/P&C
Asset Input

MKMV

Investment
Data System

Business
Risk

Web-based User Interface

Market Value 
Balance Sheet
Available Capital
Limits
Hierarchies
Tax calculation 
Minorities

Market Risk Insur. Risk Credit Risk Oper. Risk Cost Risk

Replicating
portfolio tool/

Greeks

Marginal
dist. /

Parameters

Marginal
dist. /

Parameters

Marginal
dist. /

Parameters

Marginal
dist. /

Parameters

Risk Engine: MC-Simulation - Inter / Intra Risk-Aggregation Model

PRISM

PRISM R/I

OR System

SII reinforces..
Systems 
infrastructure
Data quality
Control
processes
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Development opportunities:
On the framework itself

• On solvency ratios broadly
- Calibration of QIS 5 appears to be conservative, including areas not

effected by the financial crisis (e.g. actuarial risks) 
- Solvency ratios likely to be much more volatile, primarily due to Available

Financial Resources being on a full mtm basis
- Restrictions on transferability and fungibility likely to introduce additional 

frictions (e.g. Tier-ing of EPIFP, etc.)

• On specific issues
- Capturing long-dated risks within a mtm framework, especially interest

rate, credit spread and implied volatility risks
- Recognition of diversification within risk margins, at Group level
- Competitive considerations, transitional arrangements & equivalence
- Grandfathering of hybrids
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Development opportunities:
On the „unintended consequences“

Solvency II could have a profound impact on the industry
For life and retirement asset accumulation businesses, 

Unless pro-cyclical valuation issues are addressed, e.g. long term rate 
extrapolation, credit spread risk, implied volatilities, recognition of EPIFP
Even then, the industry will have to redesign products, investment 
strategies and market focus

Structure for international Groups, e.g. in the form of branches versus
subsidiaries, to capture diversification and mitigate potential impact of 
transferability and fungibility constraints
Capital management policy due to high volatility of AFR, leading
Capital market dislocations depending upon the final rules for
grandfathering of hybrids, transitional measures for equivalence


